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Abstract
Science has often ignored the question of meaning behind the search for the truth. It has reduced it’s
exploration and forgotten it’s purpose, not seeing the woods for the trees! We are now facing a
paradigm shift, driven by observation that fails to slot into the established dogma. A holistic
approach is now being explored, an ‘integrated theory of everything’. There is something that exists
at the root of consciousness, an interconnected limitless matrix, storing, moving and emitting
information as a cosmic field (Laszlo). This field exists throughout the vacuum of space, pervading
all matter, a background sea of electromagnetic energy both uniform and isotropic, making it only
detectable when a body accelerates through it and creates a distortion. All particles are connected
through this field and thus in constant communication.
Does this offer a mechanistic, all be it a quantum, explanation for distant healing (Era III
nonlocal Medicine, Dossey)? Or the astrological influence of stars and planets upon our molecular
behaviour? Does this extrapolate to explaining how homeopathy ‘communicates’ it’s signal?
(Emoto; Benveniste).
In fact, the role of communication in nature can not be underestimated. Harold Puthoff
explains what Nikola Tesla and David Bohm believed, that all interactions in nature are dominated
by ‘...a fundamental information field at the heart of the universe’
This ‘new’ understanding is giving birth to concepts such as information carrying ‘scalar
waves’ and ‘torsion fields’. The latter possess a specific magnetic vector and are suggested to travel
at 109 (or one billion) times the speed of light (Shipov & Akimov).
In addition evidence from wave-particle duality experiments, where a particle behaves like a
wave when not observed and a finite particle when observed, brings the old adage to mind ‘When a
tree falls in a forest and there is no one around, does it make a sound?’ Perhaps it does not even exist
as a tree, but as a wave! It begs the question “If we cease to observe ourselves do we become the
wave and perpetuate eternally to the far reaches of the universe?”

Experience the Science of Healing and Oneness
WORKSHOP – Abstract
This workshop aims to help you gain confidence in your natural abilities by teaching the science
behind healing and channelling. Experience and master the connection of colours and emotions to
your aura and chakras. Learn the mechanisms behind ‘blessing water’, ‘programming crystals’ and
‘healing’ and how to use crystals, nature and foods to harmonise your self. Discover how to set up
zones of healing within a client, using magnetism and torsion fields from your hands, or how to send
intention through quantum physics waves, over distances and through any object.
Channel information from your eternal self, manifesting its wisdom within the illusion that is
the Maya. Challenge the existing ego defence mechanisms that keep you stable and unaware.
Become who you always have been, but never known you were. Learn to channel vision from this
place of knowledge and stillness

